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Using Your Card

<Notes on using overseas ATMs>
-At the end of your transaction, some ATMs may ask you if you continue 
another transaction indicateing the option button of “Continue transac-
tion” etc. on the screen. In such cases, select “No” and be sure to check 
that the initial screen appears. 

-Take a transaction slip with you.
-Be sure that you do not forget to take the withdrawn cash with you.

Take your GAICA card, your cash, and a transaction slip.STEP 7

Select the account type 

Select “SAVING” when the instruction of 
“SELECT SOURCE ACCOUNT” appears on 
the screen.
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Select the amount to be withdrawn

Select from fixed amounts on the screen and 
press the “ENTER”.
You can enter the amount of funds you wish 
to withdraw by pressing the “OTHER”.
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Using overseas ATMs

You can withdraw funds in local curren-
cies at approximately 2.6 million ATMs (As 
of June 30, 2016) carrying the “Visa” or 
“Plus” logo in over 200 countries and 
regions around the world.
-When using overseas ATMs, you will need your 
GAICA card and PIN.

-Please con�rm PIN prior to your departure.
-If you have forgotten PIN, please contact 
GAICA Customer Service Desk. We will send 
you PIN in writing. 

-Please be advised that your GAICA card 
cannot be used at ATMs in Japan. 

Insert your GAICA cardSTEP 1

ENTER PIN
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Enter PIN

Enter the PIN of your GAICA card.

STEP 3

Select language

Select language by pressing buttons that say “LANGUAGE” or 
“ENGLISH”.

STEP 2

Select transaction

Select the transaction of “WITHDRAWAL”. 
Some ATM machines use names such as 
“GET CASH”, etc.
Do not select CASH ADVANCE which does not 
mean cash withdrawal. 
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Five main ways to insert a card into an ATM

The card is inserted 
face up.

The card is inserted 
upside down with the 
magnetic strip on the 
left.

The card is positioned 
face up, inserted in a 
slot parallel with the 
ground, and then pulled 
out immediately.

The card is positioned 
with its face towards 
you, inserted in the slot 
from above, and then 
pulled out immediately.

The magnetic strip on 
the back of the card is 
swiped vertically through 
the groove of the card 
reader from top to 
bottom. 
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